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The Hand & Stone Story
Our philosophy is a simple one. Because we specialize in the very highest quality massage
services at affordable prices, we can make the soothing wonder of the massage and facial
experience accessible to more and more people. That turns a "massage or facial" into that rare
breed of products and services - an affordable luxury. And it makes it easier for you to "LOVE
THYSELF" as often as your sore, aching, stressed out mind and body may desire. Proving that top
end spa services aren’t just for the rich and famous anymore, Hand & Stone offer massages, facial
and hair removal services tailored to one’s individual needs.
We have opportunities for Massage Therapists, Estheticians, Spa Managers and Spa Associates at
all stages of their careers. Full Time, Part Time…we can provide the perfect fit with FLEXIBLE
schedules.
Being part of the Hand & Stone team enables you to take advantage of these exclusive benefits:
Career Advancement Opportunities, Flexible Schedule, Sense of Community Culture, Employee
Rewards Program, Continuing Education, and Discounts.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities Needed
We’re looking for employees who …
• Provide high quality Massage/Facial Services in a professional manner
• Maintain a positive, energetic attitude
• Strong team player with the ability to work independently under minimal supervision

Connect with us on Social Media!

@handandstoneallentown

handandstone_allentown
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Lead Massage
Therapists

Lead Estheticians

Provide therapeutic and healing Massage services for your
clients. Play an integral part in recruiting, hiring, and training
other Massage Therapists. Mentor Massage Therapists to
promote career growth through training, development, and
performance assessments. Monitor and motivate Massage
Therapists' individual performance to ensure they are
achieving or exceeding goals that are focused on requests
and enhancements. Up to $60,000 a year.

Provide therapeutic and healing Esthetic services for your
clients. Play an integral part in recruiting, hiring, and training
other Estheticians. Mentor Estheticians to promote career
growth through training, development, and performance
assessments. Monitor and motivate Estheticians’ individual
performance to ensure they are achieving or exceeding
goals that are focused on requests, enhancements, and
retail sales. Up to $60,000 a year.

Massage Therapists

Provide high quality Relaxation/Therapeutic Massages in a
professional manner and deliver an exceptional massage
experience to our clients. Service enhancements include
CBD, Himalayan Salt Stone and Hot Stone Massages.
Cleaning and stocking their treatment room and taking
appropriate notes on their services. Must be a Licensed
Massage Therapist with the State of PA after completing
600 hours of massage schooling. Full-time Massage
Therapists can earn over $55,000 a year.

Estheticians

Provide customized facials while demonstrating knowledge
and understanding of all spa services and product lines.
Service enhancements include exfoliation,
microdermabrasion, chemical peels, and other skin services.
Cleaning and stocking their treatment room and taking
appropriate notes on their services. Must be a Licensed
Esthetician in the State of PA after completing 300 hours of
Esthetics schooling. Full-time Estheticians can earn over
$55,000 a year.

Spa Back

Our Spa Back is typically a massage therapy or esthetic student who is currently in school. They are hired as a paid intern,
where they are introduced to the spa world and its operations. Spa backs conduct regular cleaning and maintenance and
take charge of cleaning and stocking treatment rooms with fresh materials and have access to seasoned employees in their
fields during their education to prepare them for their future career. Pay $10/hour.

